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Description and Use
Created by a designer and developer at Twitter 

Released on Aug 19, 2011

Two rewrites:
 Bootstrap 2-responsive functionality to framework as an  
 optional stylesheet
 Bootstrap 3-rewrote library to make it responsive by  
 default with mobile first approach

Front-end framework and open source projects  

 You don’t have to start from scratch every time you build  
 a new website and/or web application. Code is available  
 for programmers to modify and improve. Adaptable. 

Built-in features that save the hassle of writing the code 
 
Key features include: 
 responsive layout, custom form elements, typography,  
 JavaScript interaction, cross-browser compatibility,  
 and buttons



Audience
Those wishing to create a website 
 
Businesses 
 
 NBA 
 Target 
 Walmart 
 Bloomberg Business
 indeed.com
 
Great solution for developers  
 all the pieces laid out nicely to be picked and used as  
 they please, without a design being needed or having  
 involved creativity.  

 Skipping the designing part of a project makes a good  
 alternative to teaming up with a designer for a website  
 or web app.  

Developing with Bootstrap is incredibly fast compared to  
starting project from scratch.



Competitors
Foundation 

 ZURB, an interaction design company that can boast a  
 client list that includes eBay, Facebook and the NYSE
 50% code reduction

 More flexible navigation patterns

 Motion UI 

 Flat Design

 Fewer default styles to override-better environment  
 for customization

 Don’t have to add classes to be responsive or achieve  
 certain style

 Foundation less popular and look is more unique

 Additional built-in widgets but basically head to head 

 Offers services and courses as a form of support



Competitors
Ulkit 

 Free and lightweight framework 

 Well structured and supportable code 

 Extenable code that is easily maintained 

 Make models, navigation buttons, and drop-downs  

 

Pure
 Great for creating responsive sites

 Provides layout and styling for native HTML elements and   

 the most common UI components 

 Minimal styles and encourages user to write application

 styles on top of it by making it easy to override styles



Important Projects

http://www.spotify-thedrop.com/#/drop/featured
http://www.jdcdesignstudio.com
http://www.anakin.co/en
http://2015.theconference.se/side-events/


Critique
Great resource for front-end framework 

Speed of development 

Saves time by offering customizable elements for a site 

Responsive 

Consistent throughout website and on different platforms 

Huge support community due to popularity 

Customizing can create unique website 
 

 

Bootstrap takes effort to make sure site doesn’t look like other 
Bootstrap sites 

Alternatives which focus on load time 

Lots of lines of CSS and JS-heavy and messy markup 



Sources
http://getbootstrap.com/about/ 

https://bootstrapbay.com/blog/reasons-to-use-bootstrap/  

https://bootstrapbay.com/blog/bootstrap-vs-foundation/ 

https://www.codementor.io/css/tutorial/bootstrap-3-vs-foundation-5-front-end-framework-comparison/

http://devcodegeek.com/best-bootstrap-alternaive-for-web-developers.html 

http://responsive.vermilion.com/compare.php 

http://getuikit.com

https://bootstrapbay.com/blog/reasons-to-use-bootstrap/  

http://www.designyourway.net/blog/inspiration/the-case-against-using-bootstrap-to-design-websites/


